Pre-K: Indoor Habitats Guide
Answers can be found by reading exhibit signs or by observing the animals in their habitats.

Upper Level
**Coastal Plains Gallery**
Can you find…

- One big animal
- One medium animal
- One small animal

**Piedmont Gallery**
Can you find an animal with…

- Fins
- Scales
- A Shell

Lower Level
**World of Darkness**
Can you find all 3 animals…

- Moray Eel
- Chain Catshark
- Millipede

**VA Underground**
Can you…

- Stick to the wall like a slimy salamander
- Hiss like a black rat snake
- Cover your eyes like a blind cave fish
Pre-K: Outdoor Exhibit Guide

Answers can be found by reading exhibit signs or by observing the animals in their habitats.

**Outdoor Trail**

Go to the fox exhibit and see if you can find the animal's footprints

Go to the deer exhibit and see if you can find a tree, a pool of water, and some food

Go to the vulture exhibit and see if you can spot the difference between the turkey vulture and the black vulture

Go to the red wolf exhibit and see if you can find a good hiding spot, a good sleeping spot, and a good lookout spot